
Our innovative and growing company is hiring for an industry marketing manager.
Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal
list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the
qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for industry marketing manager

Act as liaison between Product and other functions providing Thought
Leadership to integrate Premium POS into presentations
Convert and repurpose client-specific case studies and presentations into
product marketing material
Work collaboratively with in-house creative and copy teams and ad agencies
Coordinate the logistics and timing for activities such as product webinars
Work both independently and with Premium POS team on product marketing
and pre-sales support
Build strong working relationships with cross functional teams include
Product and Commercial
Drive messaging, positioning and go-to-market strategies for our portfolio of
solutions and industries and coordinate across departments to develop and
introduce new solutions
Conduct and manage market research
Manage development and implementation of market segment roadmaps,
including identification of unmet market needs through original market
research, in order to accelerate business development and growth
Own a specific market segment

Qualifications for industry marketing manager

Example of Industry Marketing Manager Job
Description
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Strong creative/marketing writing & presentation skills Proficient with Word,
PowerPoint, Excel
Manage the innovation pipeline and porfolio, including identification and
prioritization of customer needs, preparation of business case, project
management and launch activities for all market segments
Accountable for innovation efficiency of the R&D pipeline including all
marketing aspects of the product launch process (product, price, promotion,
placement), including responsibility for developing value proposition for new
products and target pricing strategy
Collaborate with sales and technical service to optimally allocate commercial
resources based on strategic priorities
Represent North American region in global marketing activities, including
alignment on global R&D projects


